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CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS{ TC
"CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS" \l 1 }

7.1 Conclusions{ TC  "7.1 Conclusions" \l 1 }

The thermal storage tank is an essential component of a solar energy system.  An

improved tank model for use in TRNSYS has been developed.  The new tank model runs

somewhat slower than the old tank model, but it is more versatile and accurate.

The new tank model includes new features such as the capability to model horizontal-

cylindrical tanks and square tanks.  Up to 100 nodes may be used to better account for plug-

flow characteristics during tank charging and discharging.  Auxiliary heaters are allowed to cycle

on and off at full power, which is the convention used by most tanks.  Conduction effects from

node-to-node and along the tank wall are included.  The pressure difference between the top of

the tank and inlet at outlet pipes is computed.  Components such as flow pipes, auxiliary heaters,

and thermostats are entered as heights, rather than node number, to allow the user to change the

number of nodes in a simulation more easily.  The new model allows up to six tanks to be

included in a simulation.

In addition to the new features described above, the new model allows the user to

include up to three internal, submersed heat exchangers in the tank.  The geometries of internal



heat exchangers can vary widely and, hence, would require the user to enter into the model more

information than would be feasible.  However, the model allows the user to curve fit experimental

data to the heat exchanger model.  If experimental data is not available, a generalized heat

transfer correlation for submersed bodies can be used.  Although the generalized correlation

does not take into account specific heat exchanger geometries, (such as number of loops, spiral

direction, etc.) reasonable results can be obtained.

Four numerical solution techniques were presented and compared.  The model uses the

Crank-Nicolson solution technique because it obtains accurate results with the fewest number of

iterations.  The Crank-Nicolson solution technique is unconditionally stable, allowing the model

to use larger time steps than other solution methods (such as Euler).  Taking time steps that are

too large are a source of model inaccuracies.  The new model uses internal time steps to prevent

errors due to time step size.  The user is allowed to choose the size of the internal time step to

produce either a quickly running model or an accurate model.

The new model runs somewhat slower than the old one, yet the difference between two

simulations using the old and new models is small.  The real advantage of the new model is its

versatility.  The user is given more freedom to match the model to the actual thermal system.  The

program code was written so that additional features can be added easily.

7.2 Caveats{ TC  "7.2 Caveats" \l 1 }

At the time this document was written, the tank model will "crash" if used in TRNSYS

for Windows.  The computer code contains many error checks, some of which terminate the

program.  The program executes the FORTRAN command stop.  If stop is executed while

in Windows, the program will lock up.  Instead, the stop command needs to be changed to

call a subroutine, e.g. call stop2(1).  The subroutine stop2 should take computer out

of Windows, and then stop the program.

The volume of the tank used by the model is assumed to be the actual volume of the



tank.  A Sears 80 gallon hot water heater does not necessarily hold 80 gallons of water.  It is

recommended to the user that a tape measure and calculator be used to determine the tank

volume, not the sticker on the outside.

When modeling a tank with a heat exchanger coil, the program iterates from the node

containing the inlet of the main coil to the node containing the outlet of the main coil.  Figure 7.2.1

shows an example.
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Figure 7.2.1  Proper heat exchanger inlet example{ TC  "Figure 7.2.1  Proper heat exchanger

inlet example" \l 1 }

Although the actual inlet to the heat exchanger is through the top of the tank (shown by the small

black arrow), the user must designate the inlet height as shown by the large gray arrow.  If the

inlet and outlet were both specified as the top of the tank, the model would assume the entire

heat exchanger was in the top node.

7.3 Recommendations for Further Research{ TC  "7.3Recommendations for

Further Research" \l 1 }

Probably the most commonly used component in solar energy systems that is not

included in the model is a wrap-around heat exchanger.  A wrap-around heat exchanger is a coil

wrapped tightly around the outside of the tank; heat is transferred to the tank through the tank



walls.  A wrap-around heat exchanger subroutine similar to the internal heat exchanger

subroutine could easily be added to the model.

The internal heat exchanger subroutine allows the user to curve fit heat exchanger

performance to experimental data.  The correlations are entered into the equation:

Nu N = C Ra D( )n (5.2.28)

Where C  and n  are variable inputs to the model.  Experimental data may provide polynomial

curve fits for UAhx .  Changing a polynomial curve fit for UAhx  to accommodate the form of

equation 5.2.28 is an inconvenience to the user.  Perhaps another mode can be incorporated into

the model that changes the form in which heat exchanger data is entered.

Another convenience that could be added to the model would be thermocouple outputs.

Five (or so) thermocouples could be entered as heights just as other components (e.g. the

auxiliary heaters) are entered.  The program would automatically calculate into which node the

thermocouple is placed and would output that node's temperature.  The program is designed to

make changing the number of nodes easy for the user.  Currently, if it is desired to know the

temperature at a certain location, the user must calculate which node corresponds to the location

in question.  Having the computer calculate the node number for a certain height would save the

user time.

No experimental data for tanks with an internal heat exchanger and charge / discharge

flow was found.  Therefore, the correlations for combined natural and forced convection could

not be validated.  Further research may want to investigate the validity of the correlations.

The effect of the number of nodes in an annual simulation should be investigated.

Chapter 6 showed that 100 nodes more accurately a tank being charged than 15 nodes.

However, if this increased accuracy is worth the extra computation time is unknown at this point.

Does choosing too few nodes make a big difference when annual totals are compared?  How



does one choose the optimum number of nodes?

The availability of experimental data for validating temperature profiles (when the tank

contained an internal heat exchanger) was limited.  Tank temperature profiles were presented as

average tank temperatures or heat exchanger outlet temperatures.  It would be useful to know

the experimental temperature profiles at several locations in the tank:  above, below, and in the

vicinity of the internal heat exchanger.

The program code was written so that additional features can be added easily.  Other

changes will certainly become evident as the needs of the TRNSYS user continue to grow.


